An interstitial content display system and method for a Web browser wherein given executable code (42) shares the Web browser's address space (44) and is used to capture Web browser events. The Web browser events, in turn, are used to drive a display engine (48) that generates a viewer window. The viewer window preferably includes appropriate user interface controls, and it is re-positionable and re-sizeable both manually and automatically. In operation, the executable code is responsive to a given browser event, such as activation of a URL in a source Web page, for controlling the display engine to overlay the viewer window on the browser display window and to display given content therein during the interstitial delay period while the browser waits for return of the target Web page. Upon a given occurrence, such as receipt of the target Web page (or some portion thereof), the user window may be selectively hidden or re-sized and re-positioned (into a so-called "mini-window") to allow the interstitial content display to complete without interfering with the user's viewing of the target Web page.
INTERSTITIAL CONTENT DISPLAY USING EVENT-CAPTURE CODE
RUNNING IN WEB BROWSER ADDRESS SPACE

This application is based on and claims priority
from U.S. Provisional Application Serial No. 60/031,987,
filed December 6, 1997.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Technical Field

The present invention relates generally to
communications within a client-server computer network
and, in particular, to a method of displaying content
during Web page linking that utilizes a viewer-based user
interface.

Description of the Related Art

The World Wide Web is the Internet's multimedia
information retrieval system. In the Web environment,
client machines effect transactions to Web servers using
the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), which is a known
application protocol providing users access to files
(e.g., text, graphics, images, sound, video, etc.) using
a standard page description language known as Hypertext
Markup Language (HTML).

Web browsing can be a frustrating experience for a
user because of long delays between Web page downloads.
Each time the user clicks on a hyperlink or enters a
Uniform Resource Locator (URL) address, he or she has to
wait for the data comprising the target Web page to be
downloaded from a particular Web server in the network.
During this time, the user is either staring at content in the source page (i.e., the page on which the hyperlink was launched) or a blank screen. This delay, termed the "interstitial" delay, is becoming worse as the level of Web page complexity increases.

The Internet is a packet-based network of host computers, routers and electronic interconnections. Computers and routers can have different performance characteristics, and interconnections can have different bandwidth capacities. For these reasons, latency or delay is inherent in Internet communications.

This latency can be separated into "response" latency and "download" latency. Response latency is the duration from the time the Web browser sends a request to a Web site to the time the browser receives the first return packet from the Web site. Download latency is the duration from the time the first packet is received to the time the last packet of the requested file is received.

The overall latency that a given user experiences in downloading data from a given Web server is generally determined by several components: bandwidth capacity and traffic load of each interconnection between the user and the Web server, the speed and load of each router between the user and the Web server, and the speed and load of the host computer at the Web server. Obviously, latency can be a highly variable figure at any given time of the day or browsing session. The use of faster network
connections, moreover, does not necessarily reduce the interstitial delay. Even as connection speed is enhanced, such enhancements are often offset by the larger page content volume provided by dynamic HTML and other page scripting techniques. Moreover, connection speed only reduces response latency. It has been shown empirically that it is generally impossible to know a priori how long the latency will be with respect to a particular connection at any given time during a particular browsing session. In a typical Web browsing session, however, it has been shown that just the response latency for HTML documents ranges from 2 to 6 seconds. Download latency is obviously determined by the size of the file being downloaded.

As a consequence, each time the user requests data from a Web site, the user waits and focuses at the screen for at least some period of time, often waiting impatiently and passively for the Web browser to complete its activity.

It is known in the art to exploit this user "wait focus time" during the latency periods to display information to the user right inside the Web browser client window display area. The basic technique is illustrated in U.S. Patent No. 5,572,643, for example, wherein an "information object" (sounds, videos, text, messages, animations, and the like) are displayed in and during the interstitial "time-space". This technique optimally takes advantage of the fact that there is wait
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time and that the user's eye focus is on the client window area.

Although the basic approach of outputting content in the interstitial space is thus known in the art, there remains a need to provide enhanced control over display of such content, as well as additional methods and techniques for enhancing the user's ability to direct the nature and types of content being displayed during the interstitial delay period.
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is a primary object of this invention to provide an interstitial content display system and method for a Web browser wherein an given executable code shares the Web browser's address space and is used to capture Web browser events. The Web browser events, in turn, are used to drive a display engine that generates a viewer window. The viewer window preferably includes appropriate user interface controls, and it is repositionable and re-sizeable both manually and automatically. In operation, the executable code is responsive to a given browser event, such as activation of a URL in a source Web page, for controlling the display engine to overlay the viewer window on the browser display window and to display given content therein during the interstitial delay period while the browser waits for return of the target Web page. Upon a given occurrence, such as receipt of the target Web page (or some portion thereof), the user window may be selectively hidden or resized and re-positioned (into a so-called "mini-window") to allow the interstitial content display to complete without interfering with the user's viewing of the target Web page.

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a method of displaying interstitial content is operative in a client computer connectable to a plurality of Web servers via a computer network, the client computer supporting a Web browser for controlling display
of Web pages within a display window. Upon launch of the Web browser, given event monitoring code (e.g., a DLL) is injected into the address space in which the Web browser is running. If a given browser event is then captured by the event monitoring code, the code passes control information to a display engine that overlays a viewer window on a given portion of the browser display window. One or more content pieces are then displayed within the viewer window during an interstitial delay period.

Thus, for example, the event monitoring code typically captures a user's activation of a link to a URL identifying a page on a target Web server. The event monitoring code passes the event to the display engine to activate the viewer window to display one or more interstitial content pieces in the viewer window while the browser "waits" for a given display termination event to occur. The given termination event may be receipt by the browser of a first packet of data comprising the target Web page (identified by the URL) or, more preferably, some given browser action with respect to that Web page. Thus, for example, the given browser action may be the drawing of a first portion of text in the target Web page, or a first image (e.g., .gif or .jpeg file) or the like. Upon occurrence of this termination event, the viewer window may disappear or shrink down and away from the main browser display window so as not to obscure the user's view of the target Web page content that has now been received by the browser.

The inventive method does not interfere with or
otherwise delay the normal operation of the browser. All
of the actions are carried out in a transparent manner to
the Web browser code. The user, however, is provided
with an enhanced browser experience due to the display of
content in the otherwise useless interstitial time-space.

It is thus an object of this invention to provide a
user with significant control over content display within
and during the interstitial time-space as Web page
linking activity is carried out by a Web browser.

It is a more specific object of the invention to
provide a user interface viewer for use to facilitate
display of user-selectable content pieces during Web
inter-page connections during a browsing session.

A still further more general object of the invention
is to enhance a user's Web browsing experience by
enabling the user to determine what types of imagery
(e.g., advertising, editorial and news content, "cool"
content, images, vector animations, messages, graphics,
videos, interactive question/response games and the like)
that will be displayed during the interstitial delay
periods.

Thus, another basic object of the invention is to
transform the user's wait-browse-wait activity sequence
to watch-browse-watch sequence, in effect replacing the
frustrating delays with entertainment and information.

The foregoing has outlined some of the more
pertinent objects and features of the present invention.
These objects should be construed to be merely
illustrative of some of the more prominent features and
applications of the invention. Many other beneficial results can be attained by applying the disclosed invention in a different manner or modifying the invention as will be described. Accordingly, other objects and a fuller understanding of the invention may be had by referring to the following Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

For a more complete understanding of the present invention and the advantages thereof, reference should be made to the following Detailed Description taken in connection with the accompanying drawings in which:

**Figure 1** illustrates the conventional browse-wait-browse experience with a known Web browser implementation;

**Figure 2** illustrates the "browse-watch-browse" experience that is achieved using the present invention;

**Figure 3** is a block diagram of the interstitial content display system and method of the present invention;

**Figure 4** is a flowchart of a preferred method of interstitial content display according to the present invention;

**Figure 5** is an illustration of the "mini-window" operation of the present invention;

**Figure 6** is a more detailed block diagram of the interstitial client application and its associated
modules;

Figures 7A and 7B are representative Preferences
dialog screens that may be used to set or select
individual viewer window display characteristics and
display object types, respectively; and

Figure 8 illustrates a modified display method of
the invention wherein an interstitial advertisement is
integrated with a known "banner" advertisement on a Web
page.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Figure 1 illustrates the current Web browsing
experience due to the interstitial delay period. In this
example, activation of a link in the page being viewed
(i.e., the source Web page) causes the Web browser to
pull a new page. The user, however, must "wait and
stare" between Web page accesses. On the contrary,
Figure 2 illustrates the display of interstitial content
(e.g., advertisements, cool images, interactive games,
video clips, and the like) so that the user experience is
now "browse-watch-browse".

The interstitial content display system of the
present invention is illustrated in the block diagram of
Figure 3. It is preferably implemented in an existing
Internet-based client-server system. Familiarity with
the basic operation of such a known system is thus
presumed in the following discussion.

The invention comprises a client application portion
that is downloaded to or otherwise supported on the user's "client" machine 12 in the network. The client application displays one or more content "pieces" during the delay between Web page linking. This display fills the user's browser window, and the content pieces may be quite varied such as display of animations, movies, static information and interactive content. The imagery that is displayed is preferably pre-cached on the user's computer by the client program which, as will be described below, "smart-pulls" the content pieces onto the client's hard disk over time from an ad content server 14. This content download does not slow the user's use of the browser, however, as will be seen.

The particular list of content pieces to display, and the policy about which particular piece that is displayed during a page switch, may be dynamically changed by a back office 16, which communicates with each active client program. The back office 16 provides centralized control of client applications running on a large number of client machines throughout the computer network. It preferably controls what content pieces a specific client downloads, as well as providing automatic revisions of how the application decides what content piece to display and how the client's cache is managed. The back office may also gather statistics on how often certain content pieces were viewed. Thus, preferably, the display of each content piece is logged at the client's computer, and the log information, along with
user demographics and preferences, is uploaded to the back office on a periodic basis. **Figure 3** illustrates the flow of control and data between the back office, the content ad content server, advertisers and content providers (who supply content pieces) and the client application.

The interstitial client application may be distributed as an ActiveX control or a Netscape plug-in, or through any other convenient means. Alternatively, the functionality described below may be built into the browser itself, in whole or in part. Once installed, the client program runs in the background whenever the Web browser is in operation as will be described. The user can set various options such as the amount of disk space used for downloaded content, different navigational imagery themes, and the like.

**Figure 4** is a flowchart illustrating the basic "browse-watch-browse" experience provided by the client application 10. When the user is using the Web browser application, his or her eyes are focused on the client window area. When the user specifies a new URL address or clicks on a hyperlink on a Web page at step 20, the Web browser first attempts to resolve the domain name in the associated URL into an IP address by contacting a known DNS server. The DNS attempts to resolve the URL and returns the IP address to the Web browser. The Web browser then sends the data request to that IP address using the HTTP protocol. At step 22, the interstitial
client application traps the Web browser's hyperlink event and opens a separate window (the "viewer window") to cover some defined portion of the Web browser's main window. Next, at step 24, the interstitial application loads an image from the local image cache and, at step 26, causes the image to be displayed in the viewer window. The types of image data may include, without limitation, static bitmaps, animations, multimedia sound and video, and Java applets. The viewer window may include buttons, edit boxes, or other user-interface controls for allowing interaction with the user.

Step 28 represents the Web browser's receipt of a packet from the Web server identified by the URL. Next, upon a given occurrence (e.g., when enough of the target Web page has been received to be useful to the user) as indicated at step 30 (or perhaps after the response latency has elapsed), the routine preferably scales down and moves the viewer window off the Web browser window. This operation is step 32 in Figure 4, and it is illustrated in Figure 5 by way of example only.

Optionally, the application can be programmed to scale down the viewer window after the complete latency (response latency + download latency) has elapsed, or under some other given criteria.

As seen in Figure 5, this scale down or "mini-window" feature enables the content piece to continue to play to its completion in the smaller viewer window off
the Web browser. The Web browser then renders the new Web page in its client window area at indicated by step 34 in Figure 4. As also indicated in the flowchart, during the interstitial content display, the user may click on the image shown as indicated at step 36. When the user clicks on the image, the application opens a new Web browser window and loads the URL associated with the image.

In a separate execution thread, the inventive system runs the "smart-pull" thread. This thread monitors network data traffic in the user's computer. If data traffic is low, as indicated by an outcome of the test at step 38, the thread continues at step 40 to download the next image specified in a content download list from specified FTP servers on the Internet. As indicated by step 42, the downloaded images are stored in a local cache directory in the user computer's hard disk.

A more detailed block diagram of the various functional modules and components that comprise the client application 10 is illustrated in Figure 6. As noted above, the client application of the present invention provides a user with images during the interstitial time of a browser. In order to provide this functionality, the application must be able to detect what the browser is doing at any time. To achieve this, there are three (3) primary modules that comprise the application: the launcher daemon, the display engine and
injected DLL, as well as a number of ancillary of support modules for determining which display content management.

The launcher daemon 41 is a process that preferably runs at all times, even when the 3rd party browser is not running. For the most part then, it is an invisible application. Its main purpose it to detect when a 3rd party browser is launched. Upon such detection, the launcher places or "injects" the injected DLL 42 in the address space 44 that the operating system has established for the 3rd party browser 46. This is preferably accomplished as follows. The launcher daemon is placed in the "Run" key of the system registry, so that the Windows (or other) operating system will load it automatically each time the operating system is started.

Every few seconds, the launcher enumerates through the entire list of windows in the system to see if any of the windows belong to an appropriate 3rd party browser 46. If so, it uses the Windows OS message hooking mechanism to place the injected DLL 42 in the same address space of this 3rd party browser (typically at the first available location). This injection technique is standard and is documented by Microsoft. The launcher is also responsible for launching the display engine 48 each time a new browser window appears.

The display engine 48 is responsible for displaying images and other interstitial content to the user. As
will be seen, the engine 48 depends heavily on the Injected DLL 42 to learn the state and location of the browser at any given time. Thus, the injected DLL functions to "capture" certain Web browser events. The display engine 48 contains two primary threads: a main window thread for processing normal windows events, and a tracking thread that handles communication with the injected DLL. This communication technique is described below.

The display engine 48 generates the viewer window and makes itself topmost while displaying images so that it will appear over the browser. However, the display engine viewer window is not activated so that the use can still interact with the browser. If the browser becomes inactive, then the display engine is not longer top-most window.

As noted above, the Injected DLL 22 is located in the address space 44 of each 3rd party browser 46 running on the system. Once the DLL is running inside the 3rd party browser, it is able to detect windows messages and to reroute function calls. The DLL becomes a passive component of the 3rd party browser, however, the injected DLL does not affect the performance or behavior of the 3rd party browser. The injected DLL's primary purpose is to report to the rest of the application what is happening inside the browser. Preferably, the injected DLL is not placed into the address space of the 3rd party browser.
until well after the browser has completed loading its own components.

The display policy engine 50 is also preferably a .dll that exports a function that takes a URL variable and returns an identifier of a cached ad (a path or other identifier that the display engine 48 can use to find a particular content piece. The display policy engine 50 thus determines what content piece to play during a certain interstitial delay. Many different policy engines may be used. Thus, for example, one policy simply returns a random cached content piece. Alternatively, the display policy engine may make a display decision based on any or all of the following: the URL, the time/date, statistics found in a content download list or statistics found in an ad view log 52. These data are either found directly or by calling exported .exe or "core" dll functions. Yet another alternative may use user demographic data to determine a content piece.

The cache policy engine 54 decides which content piece to discard in the event the total data size of all content piece exceeded maximum (e.g., user selectable) cache sizes. Many different cache policies may be used, and a particular cache policy may be closely tied to a particular display policy. A cache manager 56 operates in conjunction with the cache policy engine 54 for this purpose.
The smart-pull engine 58 downloads content pieces as defined in the content download list 60 to the user without severely affecting the user's Web browsing. This operation has been previously described in conjunction with the flowchart of Figure 4. Preferably, the engine starts the transfer of content pieces during modem idle time, and it stops data transfer quickly should the user begin to use the Web browser. Content piece transmission then restarts where a particular prior transmission was interrupted. Because the content pieces may reside on servers under third party control, the smart-pull engine preferably uses a commonly available protocol. The smart-pull engine may also be used to download new display policy engines and cache policy engines.

The content download list 60 is the list of URLs of content pieces to download. In addition, each URL may include a ClassID identifier (e.g., GUID or similar) and the playing length in time of each content piece (which, of course, may differ). The entire content download list preferably has a version number, which can be compared to the latest revision number obtained from the back office to allow the application to know when to download a new content download list. By storing content attributes in the content download list, the system avoids having to attach fields to each content piece individually. The ad view log 52 is the data structure where the display engine logs ad viewing statistics. This may simply be a list of ads and a number field that is incremented to
note number of viewings of a certain ad, along with log
start and stop dates. This allows very small ad view
logs that are easy to upload to the back office. In one
example, the ad view log is simply a log of all viewing
events, with the ad viewed, the time and date, and what
URL the user clicked. The entire log should have an
effective start date as well.

The back office preferably is separate from the
content server that transmits the display content. The
URL for the ads is stored in the content download lists,
which are smart-pulled from the back office by the client
application, which then smart-pulls the display content
pieces themselves. Content pieces may be stored at a
given server in the network.

Thus, according to the present invention, the
interstitial display system and method uses a unique
process for inserting an external program (the DLL) into
a host application process (i.e., the Web browser) and
executing such program during certain pre-defined events
(e.g., a user's activation of a link, re-sizing of the
browser window, receipt of first packet return in
response to the link activation, display of text from the
target Web page, etc.). As a by-product, information
(such as advertisements, cool content, and the like) is
displayed directly in front of the computer user's line
of sight. By use of the viewer window, there is improved
placement of information from a background application
(the Web browser) directly in-front of the user's eye
focus during times when the user is waiting for the
browser application to do some activity.

The following describes the injection and event capturing mechanism of the injected DLL and display engine in more detail. In a preferred embodiment, there are several "methods" that the client application can observe with respect to a 3rd party application (such as a Web browser). These include: calls to Windows functions that take "HWND" as a parameter; the method that adds the interstitial application to the message hook chain for the 3rd party application, rerouting 3rd party window functions to the application, rerouting 3rd party DLL function calls to the application, and rerouting V-table function calls to the application. The application preferably uses all of these methods. In particular, method 1 can be used by the Display engine; methods 2-4 require the application to inject the DLL in the 3rd party browser as previously illustrated. Each of these methods is now described.

Method 1: The display engine information from the browser by calling normal window API functions that take an HWND as a parameter. For example, the display engine could find out if the browser was still running by calling IsWindow (browserHwnd).

Method 2: Message hooks are a standard windows method for a set of code to observe the messages that are sent to any windows in the system. A message hook receives all messages targeted to all windows in a
process. A beneficial side effect of message hooks is that the observing code is automatically injected into the process space of the observed window. For example, the injected DLL uses this method to detect the creation of new windows within a browser.

Method 3: Each window contains a pointer to a window function. The interstitial application in some cases replaces this pointer to its own function, thus rerouting the call to the application. When the application has gathered the information that it needs, it then sends the message on to the original function call. This method is how the application determines that the browser's status bar has changed.

Method 4: Every module that is statically linked to another module contains an import table. The application can locate this table, search for the desired function, and the replace that entry in the table with a pointer to a corresponding interstitial application function. The application version of the imported function eventually calls the original imported function. For example, this is how the application determines that the 3rd party browser has started writing text to its own display.

Method 5: Some programs, especially those written in C++, contain tables of function pointers to internal functions. The application is able to obtain the location of these pointers through standard function calls and then can reroute the functions to the application versions. Afterwards, the application calls
the original function. For example, this is how the application can tell when a new interstitial has begun.

The Injected DLL preferably communicates with the display engine in the following manner. Once the application determines that browser's state has changed, it needs to report that change to the display engine. The reporting mechanism typically requires a memory mapped file that can be seen from many different address spaces. The injected DLL writes to this memory mapped file to report any relevant changes in the browser, such as a mouse click. Then the injected DLL sets a mutex that triggers the display engine to read this memory mapped file.

The following steps describe this process in more detail.

1. The 3rd party Browser reaches a new state, either through user interaction or internet communication.

2. The application injected DLL detects this new state.

3. The application injected DLL acquires ownership of the memory mapped file through a mutex.

4. The application injected DLL updates the memory mapped file with the new browser state information.

5. The application injected DLL notifies the display engine that the memory mapped file has been updated using an system event object.

6. The application injected DLL releases ownership
of the memory mapped file.

7. The display engine receives the event notification.

8. The display engine gains ownership of the memory mapped file.

9. The display engine reads the memory mapped file and acts on it.

10. The display engine releases ownership of the memory mapped file. This completes the processing.

Thus, the injected DLL out of the way of the browser, and only display images when the browser is causing the user to wait. In order to do this, the injected DLL must account for many events and conditions of the browser. The following is a list of some of the conditions of the browser that must be tracked: browser location, browser size, what HWNDs the browser has created, what threads the browser has created, and the status of the browser's page download timer.

The following is a list of the browser events that may be tracked by the Injected DLL: a new window is created within the browser, the browser's status bar has updated, the browser's download timer has started, the browser's download time has finished, the browser is moving to a new URL, the browser has erased a page, the browser has drawn the wallpaper of a new page, the browser has drawn a graphic on a page, the browser has drawn text on a new page, and, the browser has become active or inactive. These (and perhaps other browser
events) then trigger some action with respect to the viewer window as will be described.

The following are representative events that are reported to the display engine: the browser is unloading, the browser has changed size or location, the browser has started downloading a new URL, the browser has started drawing a new URL, the browser has finished drawing a new URL, and, the browser has become active or inactive.

In the present invention, when the injected DLL captures a given Web browser event, some given action may occur with respect to a "viewer window" used to display content pieces during the interstitial delay period. The viewer window may go away when the first packet of information (from the target Web page) has come back. A better approach, however, is to look to see when "enough" of a page has been downloaded to be viewable. As noted above, the application knows when the user has clicked on a new URL. There are many ways that a user can start a new Web page, including typing in a new URL, clicking on a hypertext link, choosing a menu item such as "favorites," or even using automated slide show html commands. In all cases, the application distinguishes between a true new URL event and a red-herring event (such as when a Java applet downloads and displays new banner ads while it is running). Red-herring events are thus ignored. Also, the application looks to see if a page is cached. If so, it preferably ignores the URL event.

Once a new URL event is detected, the display engine
starts displaying an image. The injected DLL then continues to look for the browser to start drawing the new page. Once the application determines that a new page has started drawing, it may look for either text to be drawn or a bitmap to be drawn before taking some action with respect to the viewer window (such as closing it or entering the "mini-window" operation). In the case of Netscape browsers, wallpaper drawing can be ignored. In one exemplary embodiment, the viewer window stays in place with the content piece continued to be played even if the browser window is erased and wallpaper is drawn.

The injected DLL may then decide that enough of a target Web page has been loaded as soon as any text is drawn to the screen. Because some pages do not include any text at all, the application may alternatively look to see if any images (besides wallpaper) are being drawn to the screen. If so, it finishes playing the current image while the image is being downloaded. If the application is still playing an image in injected mode, and a page completes downloading, then the application preferably leaves injected mode. Of course, the above examples are merely exemplary. The adjustment of the viewer window (e.g., its disappearance, repositioning or resizing, as the case may be) may depend on any particular Web browser event relative to the target Web page download.

As seen in Figure 7A, the application preferably includes a preferences dialog box that allows the user to
control the behavior of the viewer window. Figure 7B illustrates a dialog box that may be used to select various "themes and ratings" for the content pieces. In addition, the viewer window preferably includes "back" and "forward" buttons so that the user may view the content pieces directly. In a preferred embodiment, an "icon" representing the application may be displayed on the user's desktop. When this icon is activated, the display engine starts the viewer window in an "off-browser" mode so that the user may view the content pieces even if the client machine is offline.

The following viewer window display options are preferably available to the user, although one of ordinary skill will appreciate that other control functions may be implemented. Each option is described below.

As noted above, "injected mode" is the state during which the display engine generates a viewer window that covers the active display area of the Web browser on the graphical user interface. Thus, typically "injected mode" is entered when the user activates a link in a source Web page (or otherwise initiates some given action to pull a target Web page). Unless the user has set a different preference, the viewer "default" operation during this mode preferably is to observe the location and size of the browser window and then match it. If at any time the browser is moved or resized, the viewer engine gets a message, which preferably causes the viewer
to then move or resize itself to continue to cover the
Web browser's client display window.

For injected mode, the user may (using a preferences
dialog box) choose to cover the entire client window, or
to cover some given percentage (e.g., 90%) of the client
window. The preferences dialog box was seen in
Figure 7A. The benefit of 90% mode is that the user can
see enough of the browser client screen to assure that
the requested target page has yet to be downloaded.
Preferably, when in 90% mode, the viewer is centered in
the middle of the browser's display window, and thus some
small percentage of the browser window is still visible
on each of the four sides.

During injected mode, at least one display object
(e.g., an image, an animation, an interactive form, a
video clip, a sound bite, or the like) is output by the
viewer window directly in front of the user's eye focus
to fill-in the interstitial period. A particular object
may have a given time duration. Thus, when a first
display object is finished playing (which, of course,
depends on its given time duration and the length of the
interstitial delay period), the display engine will load
and play a new object, and so on, as long as the viewer
remains in injected mode. Thus, if there is an extended
interstitial delay (e.g., if the user has initiated a
search function that requires extensive server processing
to return a result), the viewer display engine outputs
multiple information objects.
When enough of a page has been downloaded, the viewer exits or leaves injected mode. Using the preferences dialog box shown in Figure 7A, the user preferably also selects what the viewer does upon exiting injected mode. One choice is for the viewer to disappear entirely. Alternatively, the user may choose to let the current image finish playing or the user may choose to have the image abruptly stopped, even before it has finished playing. In the latter case, the user will not see the entire image. If the user (based on a given preference setting) lets the current image finish playing, then he or she is giving the display engine viewer permission to play an image past the interstitial time.

While the browser is the active window, the injected mode viewer is the topmost window so that it appears above the browser. When the browser becomes inactive, the viewer window is no longer topmost, but it preferably still appears above the browser. A browser may become inactive if the user clicks on another application.

When enough of a page has been downloaded, the user can choose for the viewer display engine to switch to "mini-window" mode using the dialog preferences box. As previously illustrated, in this mode, the viewer window is moved out of the user's direct eye focus but still finishes playing the current image. In particular, the mini-window is reduced to a smaller size so that the user can see the browser. The location and the size of the
mini-window can be changed using standard windows-based mouse click and drag operations. The mini-window preferably "remembers" this location and appears wherever the user last left it.

The transition from injected mode to mini-window mode preferably uses the standard windows "zoom effect", which draws an animated rectangle that moves from the old location to the new location. In particular, the injected mode window is first hidden, the zoom effect is started, and then the viewer window is shown at its new mini-window size. This operation was illustrated in Figure 5. As illustrated there, the zoom effect preferably starts with the injected mode size and location and ends up with the mini-window size and location.

When the mini-window finishes playing the current image, the user also preferably has the option of leaving the mini-window visible or hiding it. If the mini-window is left visible, then the last frame of the image preferably is displayed indefinitely. While in mini-window mode, the user also preferably has the option to look at previous images. Thus, for example, if the user press a 'back' or 'forward' button associated with the viewer window, then an image that has already been shown will be played again. When the image is finished playing, the last frame preferably is displayed indefinitely.

The user may enter off browser mode by selecting a
menu choice or pressing a button. When in off-browser mode, the viewer window preferably fills up ½ of the user's screen. The viewer window, however, preferably does not track the browser and the viewer does not change behavior if the browser becomes inactive. In off-browser mode, the user can look at previous images and new images by pressing the 'back' and 'forward' buttons of the viewer. This mode also gives the user access to other functions, such as printing an image or saving it to disk.

The viewer is preferably implemented as a state machine although this is not a requirement. The following is a brief description of each state and each event that can change the state.

1. s_hiddenStopped - the viewer is hidden and is not loading an image;

2. s_alreadyHiddenLoading - the viewer is hidden, but is loading an image from disk;

3. s_maxFrontVisiblePlaying - the viewer is in injected mode, the browser is active, and an image is playing;

4. s_maxFrontVisibleLoading - the viewer is in injected mode, the browser is active, and an image is loading. The last frame of the previous image is still displayed.

5. s_minFrontVisiblePlaying - the viewer is in mini-window mode, the browser is active, and an image is playing;
6. s_minFrontVisibleStopped - the viewer is in mini-window mode, the browser is active, and an image has finished playing;

7. s_minFrontVisibleLoading - the viewer is in mini-window mode, the browser is active, and a new image is being loaded from disk. The last frame of the previous image is still displayed;

8. s_minToMaxFrontHiddenLoading - the viewer was in mini-window mode but is now going to injected mode, the browser is active, and an image is being loaded from disk;

9. s_minToMaxBehindHiddenLoading - the viewer was in mini-window mode but is now going to injected mode, the browser is not active, and an image is being loaded from disk;

10. s_abortToMinFrontHiddenLoading - the viewer is hidden but is moving to mini-window mode, the browser is active, and an image is being loaded;

11. s_abortToMinBehindHiddenLoading - the viewer is hidden but is moving to mini-window mode, the browser is not active, and an image is being loaded;

12. s_maxBehindVisiblePlaying - the viewer is in injected mode, the browser is not active, and an image is playing;

13. s_maxBehindVisibleLoading - the viewer is in injected mode, the browser is not active, and an image is being loaded. The last frame of the previous image is
still displayed;

14. s_minBehindVisiblePlaying - the viewer is in mini-window mode, the browser is not active, and an image is playing;

15. s_minBehindVisibleLoading - the viewer is in mini-window mode, the browser is not active, and a new image is being loaded. The last frame of the previous image is still displayed;

16. s_minBehindVisibleStopped - the viewer is in mini-window mode, the browser is not active, and the last frame of the previous image is still displayed. A new image will not yet be loaded;

17. s_showHiddenLoading - the viewer is hidden, but it will go into off-browser mode. An image is being loaded;

18. s_showFrontVisibleLoading - the viewer is in off-browser mode and is loading a new image. The last frame of the previous image is still displayed;

19. s_showFrontVisiblePlaying - the viewer is in off-browser mode and is playing an image; and

20. s_showFrontVisibleStopped - the viewer is in off-browser mode and the last frame of the previous image is still displayed.

The following are the preferred events that can change the state of the viewer:

1. e_AdLoaded - an image has completed loading from disk and is ready to play;
2. e_AdFinished - an image has finished playing;
3. e_NewUrl - the user has selected a new URL;
4. e_DispUrl - a given amount or portion of the target web page has been downloaded;
5. e_ActivateToInterstitial - a browser just became active, and it is still in an interstitial;
6. e_ActivateToAllLoaded - a browser just became active that is not in an interstitial;
7. e_Inactivate - the browser just become inactive;
8. e_BrowserMin - the browser has been minimized;
9. e_HideButton - the user desires to hide the viewer;
10. e_ShowButton - the user desires to go into off-browser mode;
11. e_MaxButton - currently, the same as e_ShowButton;
12. e_MinButton, - the user desires to go into mini-window mode;
13. e_BackButton - the user desires to view the previous image;
14. e_ForwardButton - the user desires to view the next image.

As discussed above, the smart-pull engine is used to download content pieces. This is not a limitation of the invention, however. Another technique for downloading a
content piece such as an advertisement is by integrating the interstitial ad with a regular "banner" ad on a Web page. Web page banner ads are predefined areas on the Web page where images are displayed. The HTML language provides the <IMG> tag for displaying a graphical image on an HTML page. These images must be in a format that is supported by the user's Web browser. The most popular image formats are GIF and JPEG for static images and GIF89 for animations. The following is an example of an image defined using the IMG tag. It specifies a GIF image with a width of 400 pixels and height of 80 pixels.

```html
<!-- Ad Start -->
<IMG SRC="image.gif" ALT="Information message"
WIDTH=400 HEIGHT=80>
<!-- Ad End -->
```

When the Web browser reaches this command in the page, it automatically downloads the image specified in the SRC= attribute and stores in the browser's local cache. The present invention may exploit this approach to integrate interstitial ads and Web page ads as follows:

1. The user goes to a Web site that has HTML pages with embedded images defined with the standard IMG tag, but with attributes WIDTH and HEIGHT of zero.

2. When the Web browser loads these HTML pages, it downloads the images into the local cache but nothing is displayed because WIDTH and HEIGHT are zero. These images are in effect hidden objects.

3. When the user clicks on a hypertext link (i.e.
in the next interstitial time-space), the inventive application loads the image just downloaded by the Web browser and displays it in the viewer window covering the Web browser.

4. After the response or download latency has elapsed, the Web browser displays the requested Web page. In that page, now an image area is defined (with the IMG tag with WIDTH and HEIGHT greater than zero) for displaying the same image downloaded in the previous Web page and displayed in the previous interstitial time-space. This page can also include a hidden image object to be displayed in the next interstitial time-space. From the user's perspective, the system would operate as illustrated in Figure 8.

As noted above, one of the preferred implementations of the invention is as a set of instructions (program code) in a code module resident in the random access memory of the computer. Certain components of the interstitial application (e.g. the DLL and the display engine) may be built into the Web browser. Until required by the computer, the set of instructions may be stored in another computer memory, for example, in a hard disk drive, or in a removable memory such as an optical disk (for eventual use in a CD ROM) or floppy disk (for eventual use in a floppy disk drive), or downloaded via the Internet or other computer network.

Having thus described our invention, what we claim as new and desire to secure by Letters Patent is set
forth in the following claims.
CLAIMS

1. A display method operative in a client computer connectable to a plurality of Web servers via a computer network, the client computer supporting a Web browser for controlling display of Web pages within a display window, comprising the steps of:
   upon launch of the Web browser, injecting event monitoring code in an address space of the Web browser;
   if a given Web browser event has been captured by the event monitoring code, overlaying a viewer window on a given portion of the Web browser display window; and displaying, within the viewer window, a set of one or more display objects during an interstitial delay period.

2. The display method as described in Claim 1 wherein the given Web browser event is a user's activation of a link in a source Web page.

3. The display method as described in Claim 2 wherein the interstitial delay period is a period between the user's activation of the link and a given occurrence with respect to a target Web page identified by the link.

4. The display method as described in Claim 3 further including the step of adjusting a given characteristic of the viewer window upon the given occurrence.
5. The display method as described in Claim 4 wherein the given characteristic is visibility of the viewer window.

6. The display method as described in Claim 4 wherein the given characteristic is a size of the viewer window and its position relative to the Web browser display window.

7. A computer program product for use in a client computer connectable to a plurality of Web servers via a computer network, the client computer supporting a Web browser for controlling display of Web pages within a display window on a graphical user interface, the computer program comprising:

   a first process running in a given address space established for use by the Web browser;

   a second process controllable by the first process in response to capture by the first process of a first Web browser event for overlaying a viewer window on a given portion of the Web browser display window to facilitate display to the user, within the viewer window, of a set of one or more display objects during an interstitial delay period.

8. The computer program product as described in Claim 7 wherein the first process is an executable code
9. The computer program product as described in Claim 7 wherein the second process displays the one or more display objects.

10. The computer program product as described in Claim 7 wherein the first process is responsive to capture of a second Web browser event for adjusting a given characteristic of the viewer window.

11. The computer program product as described in Claim 7 further including a third process responsive for launching of the Web browser for injecting the first process into the Web browser address space.

12. The computer program product as described in Claim 11 wherein the third process is launched upon initialization of the client computer.

13. The computer program product as described in Claim 7 wherein the viewer window includes control means for enabling the user to adjust a sequence of display of the one or more display objects.

14. The computer program product as described in
Claim 7 further including a display policy engine for selecting a particular display object to display in the viewer window based on a given criteria.

15. The computer program product as described in Claim 7 further including a cache policy engine for selecting a particular display object to remove from a cache based on a given criteria.
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Select the HyperStital content themes that you would like to see. You may select more than one:
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- No Nudity
- No Offensive Language
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